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Charles Stanley Reinhart

Correspondence

Abbey, E.S.
Agüero, Paul de
Alder, H.M.
Alain, Frédéric
Anthony, A.V.S.
Barbarin, Élina R. de
Barnsley, J.M.
Baude, Charles
'Bennett? Hal
Boissonneau, Anna
Boissonneau, Edgar
Boughton?, H.
Bridgman, Mr. & Mrs. F.A.
Brossard, Anna de
Brossard, R. de
Brougham, W.H.
Brownell, W.C.
Burnham, D.H.
Butler, Howard Russell
Carrington, Judith
Chase, W.M.
Clark, Everett H.
Corliss, [Geo.]
Cowney, W.
Cren, W. & Mrs. Charles Warrer
Dagnan, P.A.J.
Deannet, Susan T. (Mrs. William H.)
Delcyre, E.
Dues, Ernest
Dufois (?) J.J.
Durant, Hélène
Edelfelt, Albert
Fournery, Félix
French, Daniel Chester
Gault, Julie de
Gay, Walter
Glaenzer (?), Léon
Harper, J. Henry
Harper, John
Harrison, Benjamin
Hennessey, W.J.
Houghton, Oswood & Co.
Howard, [Blanche Willis]
James, Henry
Jarrossay, Eugene
Kelley, J.E.
Lemlin (?) Percy B
Landelles, Marie des
Laurent, Albert
Legoux, Laure
Legoux, M.
Leroy, Hime Jules
[Long?], Chaille
Louis, A.
Ly-Thoi
Macquoid, Thomas Robert
McGinnis, Mrs. John
Marès, Mrs Pierre Babut du
Martin, B.E.
Martin, Homer
Masson, Anna
Mayhew, Edgar de N.
Meltzer, Tom
Mesnager, [F]
Millet, Frank
Mitkiewicz, Eugene de
Murry, Harold G
Normand, Ulysse
Oyley, Mis & La Mise d'
Page, Thomas Nelson
Parker, Stephen Hills
Parsons, C.
Petten, William
[Pages], Charles S[prague]
Vinaud, Alice
Reinhart, Charles Stanley
Reinhart, Charles Stanley IV
Reinhart, Emilie (Mrs Charles S.)
Reinhart, Lillian
Riding, William H
Sambourne,
Sartain, William
Sherbette, C
Simmons, Vesta S
Smith, Anna Clinger
[Smith, J. Hopkinson]
Stanton, Theodore
Terribury, Emilie Reinhart
[Thiers], Anais
Van der Veyde, Mrs.
[Varet, Emilie Virginia]
Varet, Virginia
Vuillefroy-Cassini, F. de
[Villeta]?, "Eliza"
Zorn, Anders L.